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Bistability and instability of three-level atoms inside an optical cavity

Hai Wang,* D. J. Goorskey, and Min Xiao†
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~Received 16 July 2001; published 11 December 2001!

Optical bistability and dynamic instability are experimentally observed and studied in a system consisting of
three-levelL-type rubidium atoms in an optical ring cavity. The bistable behavior and self-pulsing frequency
are experimentally manipulated by changing the controlling and cavity field parameters~power and frequency!.
These nonlinear effects are influenced by the enhanced Kerr nonlinearity due to atomic coherence in such a
system.
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When two-level atoms couple with an optical cavit
many interesting effects occur. For example, bistable st
appear in the cavity output intensity for a certain range
input intensities@1# and the output field can become unstab
in the upper branch of the bistable curve under certain c
ditions @2#. Bistability and instability were also observed
cold clouds of cesium atoms inside an optical cavity, wh
degenerate Zeeman sublevels participate in the dynamic
cesses@3#. In that experiment, one circularly polarized las
beam was injected into the optical cavity, which intera
with all the Zeeman sublevels of the 6S1/2 F54 and 6P3/2

F55 states in cesium atoms. The dynamic instability w
attributed to the competition between optical pumping
state 6S1/2 F54, mF54 from all other Zeeman subleve
and nonlinearities due to saturation of the optical transit
~from 6S1/2 F54, mF54 to 6P2/3 F55, mF55). However,
since both optical pumping and saturation inside the opt
cavity were generated by the same input laser beam, the
competing dynamic processes could not be separately
trolled. Also, the trapping beams and the repumping beam
that experiment for creating the cold atomic clouds br
more complications and limitations to the understanding
these bistable and dynamic instability behaviors.

In recent years, electromagnetically induced transpare
and related effects in three-level atomic systems have b
studied extensively@4–6#. Many experimental demonstra
tions of enhancing nonlinear optical processes~such as four-
wave mixing, harmonic generations, and two-photon abso
tion! were reported in the literature@7–11#. Recently, we
have studied cavity linewidth narrowing due to the sha
dispersion change in three-levelL-type rubidium atoms in-
side an optical ring cavity@12# and directly measured th
Kerr-nonlinear coefficient near resonance@13#. In this paper,
we report our recent experimental observations of opt
bistability and dynamic instability with three-level rubidium
atoms inside an optical ring cavity. Due to the exact kno
edge of the Kerr-nonlinear coefficient at different controlli
~or coupling! and cavity~or probe! field parameters, such a
optical powers and frequency detunings@13#, we can control
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and manipulate the bistable and unstable behaviors in su
system by simply tuning these experimental parameters.

Our basic experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The
tical ring cavity is about 37 cm long and is composed
three mirrors. The flat mirrorM1 and the concave mirro
M2 (R510 cm) have about a 1 and 3 % transmissivity
respectively, while the third mirror is concave (R510 cm)
with a reflectivity larger than 99.5% and is mounted on
piezoelectric transducer~PZT!. The empty cavity finesse wa
measured to be about 100 with a free spectral range of
MHz. The rubidium vapor cell is 5 cm long with Brewste
windows and is wrapped inm metal for magnetic shielding
and heat tape for atomic density control. The experiment w
conducted at a vapor cell temperature of about 70 °C. O
laser beam enters the cavity through mirrorM2 and circu-
lates inside the cavity. Another beam, i.e., the controlli
field, is introduced through the polarizing beam splitt
~PBS! with an orthogonal polarization to the first~cavity
field! beam. The controlling beam is misaligned from t
cavity field beam by a 2° angle and does not circulate ins
the ring cavity. The radii of the controlling and cavity fiel
beams at the center of the Rb vapor cell are estimated t
700 and 80mm, respectively. With insertion losses of th
PBS and reflection losses from the vapor cell windows,
find the cavity finesse to be degraded to about 50 at a
quency far from atomic resonance.

Both lasers are extended cavity diode lasers. The con
ling field is tuned to the 5S1/2 F52↔5P1/2 F52 transition,
while the cavity field is tuned to the 5S1/2 F51↔5P1/2 F
52 transition in 87Rb, as in Ref.@12#. Both lasers are fre-
quency locked to Fabry-Perot cavities. Their frequency

r- FIG. 1. Experimental setup.M1 andM2 are mirrors; PZT is a
mirror mounted on a piezoelectric transducer; APD is an avalan
photodiode detector.
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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tunings from their respective atomic transitions are set us
saturation absorption spectroscopy. One of the key adv
tages of the current system is the use of the two-pho
Doppler-free configuration@6#. By propagating the control
ling and cavity fields colinearly through the vapor cell co
taining three-levelL-type rubidium atoms, we do not need
use atomic beams or cooled atomic samples to eliminate
first-order Doppler effect.

With both lasers frequency locked, the length of the cav
is scanned across its resonance by applying a ramp volta
the PZT on one of the cavity mirrors. The cavity transm
sion is measured by an avalanche photodiode~APD!. With-
out the controlling field, the cavity transmission profile
basically symmetric. When the controlling field is prese
the cavity transmission profile becomes asymmetric due
the enhanced Kerr nonlinearity in which the index of refra
tion of the atomic vapor is dependent on the intensity of
cavity field (I p) according ton5n01n2I p . The degree of
asymmetry in the cavity transmission profile is a direct m
sure of the nonlinear phase shift and is proportional to
Kerr-nonlinear index of refractionn2 @13#. As the cavity
length is scanned from longer to shorter, the cavity will ta
a longer time to reach the peak power on resonance ifn2 is
positive, which can be seen in the simple expression for c
ity phase detuning d522p(t2t0)/t12p l n2 I p /
l, where t is the time period between two transmissi
peaks when the cavity length is scanned,l is the length of
the Rb cell, andt2t0 in the first term is the time scannin
through the cavity length witht0 as a reference time. Whe
the intracavity intensity increases~as the phase detuning ap
proaches zero!, the nonlinear phase shift in the second te
~proportional to the increased intensityI p) will act against
the increase since the second term has an opposite signn2
.0) to the first one causing the cavity to take a longer ti
to reach resonance. When the cavity is scanned passin
resonance, the cavity field intensity will decrease, which w
speed up the time for the cavity to become off resonant~i.e.,
the intenstiy drops off sharply!. Whenn2 is negative and the
cavity is scanned from shorter to longer~the first term has a
positive sign in this case!, the asymmetry in the cavity trans
mission will behave in a similar fashion. However, if the tw
terms have the same signs, the cavity transmission will
sharply, but fall off slowly. In a previous paper@13#, we
measuredn2 as a function of probe and coupling detunin
(Dp andDc), respectively. In general, the Kerr-nonlinear c
efficient n2 is dependent on the detunings as well as
intensity of the controlling field. Adjusting these paramete
offers sufficient control over bistable and unstable behavi

As the cavity length is scanned from longer to shor
~with a scan rate of 0.45mm/ms andn2.0), the cavity
transmission profile becomes asymmetric, reaching its m
mum value much later than ifn250. The upper trace of Fig
2 shows this clearly for a controlling field detuning ofDc
517 MHz and a cavity field detuning ofDp50, which cor-
respond to maximum positive Kerr nonlinearity under su
conditions. In this trace, the injected controlling power in
the atomic cell was about 18.5 mW corresponding to an
erage Rabi frequency ofVc52p369 MHz at the center of
the Rb vapor cell. The peak intracavity power~with cavity
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on resonance! was estimated to be about 20mW for the
upper trace, which corresponds to a Rabi frequency ofVp
52p320 MHz at the center of the Rb vapor cell. For th
same conditions, when the cavity is scanned from shorte
longer ~still n2.0), the cavity transmission intensity take
the lower trace in Fig. 2, which rises sharply and falls o
gradually at a much later time. This hysteresis is a cl
indication of optical bistability for the intracavity field. Th
bistability range and thresholds may be manipulated by
controlling and cavity field intensities and their frequen
detunings. We searched the parameter spaces and found
the bistable region~positions between the lower and upp
turning points! was maximum under the above experimen
conditions. Furthermore, the bistability occurs at a quite lo
intracavity intensity due to the enhanced Kerr nonlinear
near resonance. By changing the sign ofn2 ~setting the con-
trolling and/or cavity field frequency detunings to differe
values! @13#, we may dramatically change the shape of t
bistability curve.

Oscillation, or self pulsing, occurs in the cavity transm
sion intensity when the intensity of the controlling field
increased above a certain threshold value. This thresh
value is determined by the cavity input powerPp

IN and fre-
quency detunings of the controlling and cavity fields,Dp and
Dc . When the controlling intensity is increased further b
yond a certain value, the oscillations disappear. In Fig.
the cavity transmissions for increased controlling pow
are shown forDp5120 MHz andDc50. The cavity in-
put power wasPp

IN50.55 mW before entering the cavity
The oscillation time period and amplitude increase with
creasing controlling power, while the duration of self pulsi
is longer for low-controlling powers and becomes shorter
the controlling power increases, until the oscillations fina
stop when the controlling power reachesPc517.1 mW.

For a fixed controlling intensity and a given set of co
trolling and cavity field frequency detuningsDp andDc , the
cavity transmission shows an opposite behavior as the ca
input intensity increases. As the cavity input intensity is
creased, passing a threshold value, oscillations begin to
cur. The time period of the oscillations decreases as the
ity input power increases until finally the oscillations stop
a higher cavity input power ofPp

IN51.86 mW. The oscilla-
tion amplitude also decreases, relative to the cavity transm

FIG. 2. Cavity transmission profile showing bistability forPp
IN

50.30 mW, Pc518.5 mW, Dp50, and Dc517 MHz. Upper
trace is when cavity length is scanned from shorter to longer. Lo
trace is the opposite. (n2.0 in both cases.!
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sion peak, as the input cavity intensity increases. This beh
ior can be seen from Fig. 4 in which cavity transmissi
profiles are shown for the same controlling and cavity fi
detunings as in Fig. 3, but for a controlling power fixed
Pc58.7 mW. In Figs. 4~a!–4~f!, the cavity input power is
increased fromPp

IN50.37 mW toPp
IN51.86 mW. Since it

is the cavity field’s output from the ring cavity that is bein
measured, the on-resonance transmission peaks in Fig.
increasing with increasing cavity input power. It is intere
ing to point out that the lower threshold in Fig. 4~a! is similar
to the upper threshold in Fig. 3~e!, while the upper threshold
in Fig. 4~f! is comparable to the lower threshold in Fig. 3~b!,
in the sense that the shapes of the cavity transmission
files are similar. We have also mapped out the oscillat
regions for other parameters, i.e., frequency detuningsDp
andDc . With these experimental parameters, we can ea
control the onset and the time period of the oscillatio
Moreover, we should like to point out that when the cav
was scanned slower, the oscillations endure much longe

The instability described here is caused by two compe
dynamic processes in the system, i.e., optical pumping f
state 5S1/2 F52 to state 5S1/2 F51 by the controlling field
and the nonlinear saturation effect between states 5S1/2 F
51 and 5P1/2 F52 due to the interacting cavity field. Thi
basic mechanism is similar to the one discussed in Ref.@3#,
but with a different experimental system. The oscillati
time period is determined by the rates of these two dyna
processes, which are affected by the intensities and

FIG. 3. Cavity transmission profiles forPp
IN50.55 mW, Dp5

120 MHz, Dc50, and~a! Pc51.48 mW;~b! Pc52.21 mW;~c!
Pc55.47 mW; ~d! Pc512.2 mW; ~e! Pc515.4 mW; ~f! Pc

517.1 mW.
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quency detunings of the controlling and cavity fields. F
example, as the controlling power increases, the opt
pumping process starts to dominate, which reduces the
of oscillation, as shown in Fig. 3. Likewise, as the intracav
power increases, the nonlinear saturation process domin
giving rise to an increased oscillation rate, as shown in F
4. The optical cavity plays an important role in the observ
optical bistability and instability. It is the enhanced Kerr no
linearity of the multilevel atomic medium together with th
feedback mechanism through the optical ring cavity that p
duces such optical bistable behaviors. Furthermore, the in
of refraction of the intracavity medium is altered by the o
tical pumping due to the controlling field~which increases
the index of refraction! and by the saturation due to the in
racavity field ~which decreases the index of refraction!.
These changes of the index of refraction alter the effec
cavity length ~which is equivalent to scanning the cavi
length back and forth! and, therefore, cause the cavity fie
to jump between two different steady states of the bistabil
resulting in the observed self pulsing in our experiments. T
relative strengths of the controlling and cavity fields and
rates of the two processes~optical pumping and saturation
which depend on the frequency detunings of the two fiel!
determine the oscillation time periods and amplitudes.

Although the Zeeman sublevels in the real atomic syst
used in the experiment are much more complicated than
ideal three-levelL-type system, our previous experienc
with this atomic system indicates that an ideal three-le

FIG. 4. Cavity transmission profiles forPc58.7 mW, Dp5

120 MHz, Dc50, and ~a! Pp
IN50.37 mW; ~b! Pp

IN50.56 mW;
~c! Pp

IN50.91 mW; ~d! Pp
IN51.22 mW; ~e! Pp

IN51.55 mW; ~f!
Pp

IN51.86 mW.
1-3
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L-type model is adequate to describe the basic physical
haviors of the real atomic system@6,7,12,13#. Moreover, the
single-mode cavity field interacts with all atoms in the fie
mode collectively, so the spatial variation of the cavity fie
will not wipe out the oscillations that may have differe
time periods for different input cavity field intensities, a
observed in Fig. 4. The key point here is that by controlli
the experimental parameters~intensities and frequencies! of
the controlling and cavity fields, we may control the transie
population dynamics in this three-level atomic system. T
kind of control was absent from the previous experimen
system@3#, where a single field causes the optical pump
and saturation of absorption. In our present experiment,
use two fields, a controlling field and a cavity field,
achieve greater control over bistability and instability. Fo
experimental parameters~the controlling power and its fre
quency detuning, and the cavity input power and its f
quency detuning! may all be independently adjusted to e
plore the parameter space of the bistability and instabi
which provides a good testing ground for many theoreti
predictions of bistability and dynamic instability in mult
level atomic systems@14,15#. These observed oscillation
could also relate to the photon blockade predicted in a fo
level atomic system inside an optical cavity@16#.
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We have observed and studied bistability and instability
a three-levelL-type atomic system inside an optical rin
cavity. The bistability and instability may be independen
controlled by adjusting the parameters~intensities and fre-
quency detunings! of the controlling and cavity fields. Suc
control offers many advantages over the previous experim
tal system@3#, where control is limited by the constraints o
the experimental system. We explored the instability o
large ranges of the parameter space and found the beha
to be consistent with a simple theoretical model taking in
account the transient behaviors of the atomic populati
~optical pumping! as well as the transient behavior of th
cavity field intensity in the optical ring cavity. Quantitativ
comparisons with complete theoretical calculations
needed to fully understand the observed dynamic behav
of the system and are underway, which will help us to u
derstand the dynamics of three-level atoms in an optical r
cavity under the influence of atomic coherence. Some in
esting extensions of the current report include studying o
cal bistability at very low light levels, controlling optica
bistability for an all-optical switch, and exploring chaot
behaviors of this system.
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